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You have already mentioned that I share the same problem. Your solution is the solution that works for me. I've just added the
working firmware to my miracle box 2. I just removed the firmware in the box and all the buttons work fine. Btw, I don't get the

update notification on my phone anymore after flashing this firmware. ;D do you have any problem with your BB after the firmware
upgrade? Posted September 4, 2009 2:26:16 AM UTC (Updated: 25-Jul-2010 23:32:13) Do not just add the files because you already

have the BB. This increases the risk of errors which will make a brick of your BB. Remove all the files that you have already been
added. Install the new firmware. Remove all the files that you previously added back. If you want to upgrade, then you can install the
file that you want to upgrade. The procedure is similar to above. If all above steps are done correctly. When you get the flash option

in the BB. Go to and download the appropriate firmware. Posted September 4, 2009 2:56:22 AM UTC (Updated: 25-Jul-2010
23:32:13) sry, I forgot to mention, I see many instructions around web about how to upgrade without the BB. But everytime I try, I
get a grey screen when I power it on. Some people say it's the battery, I replaced it and still the problem happens. So I'd like to ask

here if someone could tell me how to update the firmware and flash it WITHOUT removing the batteries first. How to flash firmware
without battery? I just opened the box and it shows the little battery at top of the box. How to remove it before flashing the firmware?

Posted September 4, 2009 2:59:00 AM UTC (Updated: 25-Jul-2010 23:32:13) bumping this thread for new BB owners to try the
updates.I want to say that I am using the Miracle Box and I see my battery status dropping at about 3% to 10% each boot. There is no

solution on the forums and i am at my wits end. Please try this one, i do not know what causes it but it worked for me. Posted
November 6, 2009 11:46:01 PM UTC (
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Miracle Box Crack V1.20.1 Unbox | Windows | Mac OSX | Android & iOS |. If you're using Miraclebox, a cellphone tool
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Unbox | Windows | Mac OSX | Android & iOS |. . if User use Miracle Software for Bad Publicity. if user Break Miracle.
Reason : Send Fake rumor for Miracle Box Crack send Keylogger. gsm forum miracle box cracked Miracle Box V1.20.2, Crack
Version | Windows | Mac OSX | Android & iOS |. Miracle Box V1.20.2, Crack Version | Windows | Mac OSX | Android & iOS

|. miracle box crack for android . If you're using Miraclebox, a cellphone tool developed by the GSM community, then this
article is for you. It explains how you can download and install the latest version, Miracle Box V1.20.2, of the software on your
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